
Those exceptional British 

Even Gordon Brown’s trip to Strasbourg cannot disguise Britain’s structural problem with 
Europe. 
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When Gordon Brown told America’s Congress that today’s European leaders were the most 
pro-American in recent memory, his hosts cheered. They cheered again when the British prime 
minister said that Iraq-era splits between “old” and “new” Europe were healed, declaring that 
“there is only your friend Europe”. His speech in early March won 19 standing ovations. 

On March 24th the British prime minister gave a similar speech to members of the European 
Parliament (MEPs) in Strasbourg, tweaked to include gushing praise for the European Union (“a 
beacon of hope for the whole world”), a quote from Michelangelo and a pledge that he felt 
“proud to be British, and proud to be European”. He was greeted with tepid applause from a 
half-empty chamber—and one partial ovation. On he ploughed, declaring that Europe was 
“uniquely placed” to shape new rules for globalisation. We have learnt, he said, that wealth 
must serve more than the wealthy. In Washington, Mr Brown called this a personal lesson from 
his father, “a minister of the church”. In a canny nod to Euro-secularism, in Strasbourg he 
attributed the same insight to “our belief as a European Union”. 

It only half worked. Mr Brown spent over a decade as chancellor of the exchequer avoiding EU 
meetings, or dropping in just long enough to deliver lectures on British economic wisdom. 
MEPs were frankly incredulous when he praised the European Parliament for campaigning for 
tougher workplace rules. As one promptly reminded him, his government is fighting an EU bid, 
led by the Parliament, to curb British working hours. 

More broadly, many smell a rat when a British prime minister calls for transatlantic co-
operation and matches every mention of European leadership with the need for “global” 
results. Like the Germans and French, MEPs want Mr Brown to agree to tough rules for global 
finance at the London summit of the G20 on April 2nd. If America resists (as many in Europe 
fear it will), they would settle for rules that apply in the EU alone. 

Some senior European officials do not trust Mr Brown to stick with Europe at the G20, fearing 
he will run to the Americans. This explains the tense mood at a recent EU summit. The written 
conclusions talked of unity, but the real mood was of phoney war, before a potential fight at 
the G20. The word “global” causes queasiness. To the British, it is obvious that America must 
help to fix a crisis that began in American markets. Not at the cost of giving America a veto, 
might be the retort in Paris, Brussels or Berlin. Some European politicians, noting Chinese 



resistance to binding international rules, even wonder if leaders who talk of “global” regulation 
do so because they assume it will never happen. 

A people’s party problem 

Britain has a structural problem with Europe. Further proof came in another story making 
waves in Strasbourg, the departure of British Conservatives from the main centre-right group, 
the European People’s Party (EPP). The Tories, fulfilling a pledge by David Cameron when he 
ran for the leadership, promise to create a new group after the European elections in June, 
uniting mainstream parties of the right that oppose ever closer union.  

Supporters of the split say that the EPP has federalist views. They are right. Opponents say the 
Tories are taking a risk, as the EPP is home to almost all mainstream centre-right parties in 
Europe (one Tory MEP formally joined the EPP this week). They are right too. Some say the 
Tories will end up allied with oddballs, and neo-fascists from eastern Europe. That is mostly—
but not completely—unfair. The full list of allies is secret. One, the Czech Civic Democrats, has 
just lost power at home; and its founder, Vaclav Klaus, is noisily sceptical about climate 
change, a cause dear to Mr Cameron. Detective work uncovers more presentationally tricky 
cases. The international secretary of the Latvian Fatherland and Freedom Party, Janis Tomelis, 
recently met William Hague, the Tory shadow foreign secretary, to discuss an alliance. As it 
happens, the party’s leader in Strasbourg, Roberts Zile, is a mild-mannered economist. But his 
party includes hardline nationalists who attend ceremonies to commemorate a Latvian unit of 
Waffen SS troops. Latvian nationalists insist that these were patriots fighting the Soviets, not 
Nazi war criminals. Good luck explaining that distinction in a British election campaign. 

Imagine a centrist voter of the sort Mr Cameron says he wants to attract: a professional 
graduate who is liberal on social issues, say, and worries (a bit) about climate change. He 
would hate to be thought a nationalist or little Englander. He works for a multinational firm, 
and thinks that open EU borders for goods and workers are a good thing (he had a great time 
at a Polish colleague’s wedding). It is perfectly possible for that same centrist to be 
instinctively hostile to the EU’s institutions, associating them with waste, corrupt bureaucrats 
and meddling. While not wanting to leave the EU, he might welcome a Tory-led revolt against 
deeper integration, and cheer the derailing of the Lisbon treaty.  

On the continent, similar centrist professionals make up the most pro-European group in many 
electorates. The reasons for this are complex, but the consequences are not. To find allies to 
match Tory Euroscepticism, Mr Cameron must leave behind parties led by Germany’s Angela 
Merkel and France’s Nicolas Sarkozy—and head right towards angrier, more nationalist parties. 

Does it matter? British differences with Europe are real enough. Yet isolation from the German 
and French mainstream right may have costs. The Obama administration is said to link 
Britain’s value as an ally to its weight in the EU: hence Mr Brown’s new respect for Europe. 
Supporters of the EPP split insist the British will win new allies once the Tories break 
Strasbourg’s smothering federalist consensus. But it is an amazing risk to run. 
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